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Supplementary Figure 2: Change in height-for-age, weight-for-age and weight-for-height z-score from 6-84 weeks by multivitamin treatment group

Supplementary Figure 2: Curves were creating using mixed effects models with restricted cubic splines with knots at 6 & 10 weeks, and 3, 6, 9 12 15 & 18 months of age. N=2336 for HAZ analysis, N=2,347 for WAZ analysis and N=2,332 for WHZ analysis. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals for each of the four treatment groups at 6, 12 and 18 months of follow-up. P-values for treatment effect were derived from likelihood ratio tests comparing mixed effects models with restricted cubic splines. The full model contained interaction terms between MV+ and time and all time spline variables, the reduced model had no time & treatment interactions.

P-value for treatment effect: <0.001

P-value for treatment effect: <0.001

P-value for treatment effect: p=0.05